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STUDENT BOOK REVIEWS!
Simon vs The Homo 

Sapiens Agenda

'I loved this book and it even urged me to watch the movie 'Love Simon'. It is 
the story of a homosexual boy and the complications surrounding the infamous 
'coming out' and revealing yourself to the world. It makes you question why 
being straight is the default, and I took it to heart. ★★★★' - Nala Moncrieffe, 9Q
 

Want to see your own review here? Fill out a book review slip from the lending desk & return to Ms Parkin!

Author Nikesh Shukla visits ACS! 

IT'S LGBTQ+ HISTORY MONTH!

EALING 
ROAD

STATISTICS TIME!

NEW LUNCHTIME ROTA

NEW NON-FICTION!

Educate yourself, be captivated by a 
great story and celebrate by reading a 
book written by an author or featuring 
characters who are LGBTQ+! If you're 
not sure where to start, check out the 
Book of the Week board or the books 
on display in the library. 
 

Want a break from novels? 
Try one of these newly 
arrived non-fiction books!

100 students 
attended an 
inspiring talk given 
by Nikesh Shukla 
on 8th February. 
As well as his 
novel Run, Riot,  

Which were the most popular new 
books last month?

1. Ghost Boys - Jewell Parker Rhodes 
2. Clover Moon - Jacqueline Wilson 

3. Every Day - David Levithan 
4. Liccle Bit - Alex Wheatle 

5. Boy 87 - Ele Fountain 
 
 

Nikesh spoke about what inspired him to 
write, the importance of equality and being 
able to see yourself in the books you read. 
He finished by emphasising that 'Your voice 
is important - you do deserve to be heard, 
you do deserve to take up space.' The talk 
was followed by a book signing in the library!

If you are in Years 7 to 9, you will be 
taking your second STAR Reading 
Test when you come back after half- 
term. The results will generate your new 
Reading Age and ZPD Range. Make 
sure you borrow a book to read during 
your week off school!


